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Sp.ecial Centennial_Edition
Special insert begins on p. 5

The Easterner
Thursday, April 8, 1982

Volume 33, Issue No. 22

Ford to speak Eastern -FoundersDay
by John Aus1in
Editor

Eastern
Washington
University turns fOO next
week--and everyone is invited
to the birthday party. ·
Former president Gerald R.
Ford heads the list of
dignitaries to be present for
Founders Day festivities
Wednesday, the highlight of a
week of act1vities here on campus.
Dedication of a new University Mace, a Centennial Reunion of alumni, the presentation of a collection of art from
Eastern's Korean sister university and a tree planting
ceremony are among the activities planned.
Ford will deliver a Founders
Day address Wednesday during a Convocation scheduled
to begin at 2:30 in the Special
Events Pavilion. The program
is to be preceded by an
Academic Procession which
will assemble in the Central
Mall area and include the platform party, approximately 50
major college and university
representatives and the EWU
faculty.
Because of the . activities
Wednesday, classes from l to
5 p.m. have been cancelled.

remarks, followed by the Spellman and Congressman second floor lounge.
dedication of the University Tom Foley will then deliver
At I J :30 a.m. is the
Mace.
Governor
John remarks, President Ford will Founders Day Luncheon
be introduced, and Ford will which is expected to draw 500
deliver his address. At the con- people to the main floor of the
clusion of his speech, the PUB. President Frederickson
Eastern Alma Mater will be will give an address on the role
sur.g to conclude the Convoca- of Eastern and higher education.
tion in the region and the
"I encourage students and EWU Centennial Medal will
persons from the community be presented.
to attend the Convocation,"
Founders Week activities
said Centennial coordinator get underway Monday with
Emerson Shuck. The event is the 4 p.m. presentation of a
free.
collection of Korean art in the
Along with the dignitaries Art- Building gallery. The
above, representativ~s from pieces of art, estimated to be
colleges and universities as far worth $6,000, includes a 16away as Oklahoma, Utah and foot long silk painting.
Alaska will be on hand.
Tuesday is capped by a
Presidents of the University of University Colors special dinWashington, Washington ner in Tawanka Commons
State University, the Universi- beginning, at 2:30. Associated
ty of Idaho and Central Students officers are expected .
Washington University will to appear at the dir:mer wearalso attend.
ing different period clothing.
Joining them from a conOn Thursday a group of
siderable distance will be Su alumni have planned The
Young Hwang, president of Centennial Reunion. At 11
Eastern's sister-school, Don a.m·. following a Convocation
Ouk University· of Seoul, in Showalter Auditorium a
Korea.
luncheon will honor the
Wednesday's
activities graduates from-classes of 1932
.
,
. . .. , .
.
. begin at 8 a.m. with a Con- and before. In the afternoon
Former. president Gerald R. Ford will deliver an address
tinental Breakfast for invited alumni wiII revive traditional
next Wednesday as Eastern's Founders Day Festivities
guests and VIPs of the univer- student activities of the past,
highlight a week of celebration.
sity in Louise Anderson Hall's and everyone is welcome.

. EWU president H. George
Frederickson will open the
Convocation with welcoming

{
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Wheel~locks coming back -April 20
by Barry Mor.ris

When use of the wheel-locks
was discontinued,. it was
EWU students who have un- thought that an alternative
paid parking tickets in their method of collecting fines
possession may soon find would be imposed. "The stuthemselves forced to pay the dent body was supposed to
fines. or suffer the con- come up with an alternative
sequences.
plan," said Phil Grafious,
It was announced at the EWU Parking Supervisor,
March . 9 meeting of the "but nothing ever came
Associated Students of about_;,
Eastern Washington UniversiOne possibility mentioned
ty (ASEWU) council that was a 'hold system, whereby
wheel4ocks will once a·gain be persons with overdue fines
put into use in an attempt to would have their transcripts,
collect upon the hundreds of records, and other necessary
delinquent violations on documents wilhfield until the
record.
fines were paid.
"We (the EWU Parking and
One minqr change in the
Traffic Commission) are br- system was implemented in
inging back the wheel-locks in order to provide a greater
all fairness to the vast majority . measure of leniency. In the
who do abide by the system,'' previous system, any vehicle
explained Al Odgon, Assistant with two or more tickets
to the Provost for Student Ser- would have been wheelvices.
locked. Now, the number of
Ogdon cited statistics that citations allowed before 'imreveal a count of 729 unpaid mobilization has been extendtickets for the 1981-82 ed to three, meaning that ·
academic year alone, and a anyone with four or more
total of 2009 delinquencies on tickets can expect to have their
record from this year and vehicle wheel-lo ked.
from years past, as a major
In order to have the vehicle
reason for re-institutioh of the released, the owner must pay
wheel-lo<.:ks. These stats also all outstanding·fines, plus a $S
show 105 vehicles with five or removal fee.
more citations-and 19 of these
The use of the locking
have ten or more violations.
devices will take place beginn''These people who are ob- ing April 20. A grace period is
viously thumbing their noses now in effect and will remain
at the system" said Ogdon.
so through April 19. During
Easterner Slaff Wriler

this time, violators will oe able regulations, both Ogdon and
to pay their tickets for the Grafious pointed out that ofminimum fine of $3 each, for ficers will not be on patrol for
class "B" citations, and $5 for the sole purpose of tracking
class "A" citations, no matter down the vehicles in question.
how long overdue they may Rather, these vehicles will be
sought only during the normal
be, according to Ogdon.
Though resurrection of this process of issuing citations.
When a parked vehicle is
procedure will seemingly give
EWU Campus Police the up- found to be in violation, the
per hand in enforcing parking officer will check that vehicle's ·

license number against a computer printout of 'repeating'
violators . . If that vehicle's
license number appears on the
printout, appropriate action
will be taken.
It is hoped that the system
will bring in much of the
$6,000-plus potential revenue
that is entitled to EWU, said
Ogdon.

The sun sets behind Eastern, forming a ethereal picture caught on film by staff photographer
Gary Copp. The building in the foreground is the Phase, and the view is, of course, to the west.

,
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Shuck to carry new mace
Eastern is getting a new
mace. ,
No, it's not a cannister of
the tear gas used to fend off
attackers.
The ceremonial mace, to be

dedicated Founders Day during the Convocation in the
Special Events Pavilion, .is a
traditional academic institution symbol for formal
ceremonial situations.

~~-~--·--~-~--:'~-,

Dr. Emerson Shuck, who all
year has been coordinating the
Centennial celebration, will
carry the new mace during the
processional march to the
Convocation.
Adapted in form from the
ancient battle mace--a heavy
knobbed club--the ceremonial
mace came to stand for the
authority of regal personages,

of city or shire ruling bodies
and of the chief officers of
chartered institutions.
The Eastern mace was commissioned last year from Seattle arfist Clifford (Skip)
Gaynard. His design was
chosen in a regional competition and he envisioned the
University's mace as having an
Indian rosewood shaft set off

with a head and decorative
bands of sterling silver and
gold plating.
"While the University mace
is of a contemporary, flowing
design departing from the
traditional, highly ornamental
form," said Shuck, "it retains
all the dignity and ceremonial
strength symbolized by its ancient traditions."

Old pipe o_rgan dusted off
Eastern
Washington
University's massive threemanual pipe organ, installed
in .1923, is being dusted off
and tuned fot a center stage
performance during the
schooPs Founders W,eek
celebration.
The

primarily with small donations
from students, faculty and
alumni following World War
I, cost $10,000 and is now
valued at twenty times that
amount.
"It really is one of a kind,"
says Father Paul Vivek of St.
Augustine's of Spokane and

secretary of the local chapter
of the American Guild of
Organists. "There isn't such
an instrument in any church or
cathedral in the Pacific Northwest," Vevik says. "As a
matter of fact, YP,U just don't
find organs like this anywhere
anymore.''
With more than 1200 pipes,
ranging in length from less
than an inch to 30-plus feet,
the Kimball organ has been
located in the auditorium of
Eastern's Showalter Hall since
it was delivered to the Cheney
campus nearly 60 years ago.
During the fundraising campaign of the early 1920s, the
instrument was dubbed "The
Organ Built With Dimes," a
reference to the standard contribution - ten cents for every
week of the then 36-week Normal School term. There were
many $3.60 donations.

,~
MIEDDCAL SCHOOL

Eastern's new ceremonial mace debuts next week.

~

SAINT LUCIA HEALTH SCIENCES
UNIVERSITY SCHOOL OF MEDICINE
St. Lucia, West Indies
36 Month accredited program
Leading to M.D. Degree
English Language/W .H.O. Listed
For Information Call or,Write:
Saint Lucia Health Sciences Univ.
U.S. Office.

1501 San Bowl Drive
El Puo, Texu 79902
U.S.A. 915-532-5848

Last played in _t,h.e midI 970s, ·the· organ will be
featured during Eastern 's
EWU music profe~sor James Edmonds tries out the university · Centennial Reunion April 15.
organ.
.

Wilson medal announced ·

A new medallion award
named for Mary Shields
Wilson, who retired last year
after two terms on the Board
of Trustees, was announced

FREE SAMPLE
OF

-*·
,,~, . r
J6p~iJ
YOGURT
-

.

Beginning at 11am en the
PUB MAIN STREET

last week by Eastern president
H. George Frederickson.
The medallion is "a permanent part of our awards program and a way of saying
thanks
to
her,"
said
frederickson.
To be given during graduation ceremonies, the medallion
will recognize seniors that
demonstrate '' outstanding

academ·ic achieverpent," according to Frederickson.
''This is usually interpreted as
a GPA of 3.5 or higher."
Nominations for the Mary
Shields Wilson Medallion
Award_ can be · made by
students, · faculty, administrators or community
leaders.

Send our FTD

Cilory ol ipring·Mnouquet.
Easter is

Sunday, April 11.

Capture the
essence pf spring
and Easter in a
delightful way.
Send the new
' FTDGLORY
OFSPRING™Oouquet in our
exclusive FTD Woven
Willow Oasker.

Orimming with
an assortment
of lovely fresh
flowers, the
GLORY OF
SPRING TM
Oouquet is an
ideal way to say
"Happy Easter". So
call or visit us today.

First 1200 people only! .·
CHET'S FLOWERS

Enjoy Tlae Delicious Flaa,or ofYoplaltl:
Tlae Yogurto/France ••• :

lst&Pine
Cheney

(I ).

235-4916

fidping you iSDV it right.
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Interplayers offering

..._Student
employment

:Ah! A refreshing play
by John Austin
Editor

"Ah, Wildnerness," the
latest offering at the Spokane
In terplayers
Ensemble
Theatere, is a light period
piece that the players obviously enjoy performing.
The Eugene O'Neill play is
in its final week yet the actors
still fill the stage with an air of
enjoyment. It's as if they can't
wait to get on the stage each
night to perform it.
LeRoy Frengle particularly
epitomizes this energy. Cast as
Nat Miller, a smalltou,..
newspaper owner and rather
to a quarter of composit
children, Frengle is the source
of most of the laughter. He
scrun~hes up his face and
emits a number of sounds
whenever in a perplexing situation, which thanks to his son
Richard (Peter Thomas) is
quite often.
The play opens on the morning of the Fourtp of July,
1906, and the point of the
scene quickly comes when the
father of Richard's intended
confronts Nat Miller . about
some love notes he has
discovered.
Richard is in turn confronted with the notes and a
new note from his girl, Muriel,
that disclaims their relationship. It sends him 'on a rampage which ends in a saloon
· backroom with a "tart."

Briefs
by Chris Gaston
Easlerner Slaff Wriler

Eastern
Washington
University school of music
faculty members William J.
Hochkeppel and James Edmonds will appear in concert
on the Cheney campus Tuesday evening, April 13. The
performance is presented by
the Faculty Artists Series of
EWU and is open to the
public, free·of charge.
The seventh in a series of
eight innovative shows at
EWU will be presented on the
Cheney campus later this month. The EWU Planetarium is
located on the second floor of
the Hall of Sciences on the
Cheney campus. Further information is available by
telephoning the Planetarium
at 458-6200.

Richard's problem is for his
time and place he is extremely
well-read. The love notes he
has sent are full of quotes
from comtemporary poets and
writers that, since Muriel's
father cannot understand
them, look exceptionally racy.
The play is a Lit major's joy as
these contemporary .authors
are discussed and quoted
throughout the action.
Therese Dieckhans, as Nat's
wife Essie; Steven L. Washer
as Sid Davis, her brother; and
Barbara Mochrie-Washer as
=-.ii.y, J'jat ·s sister are aJI strong

and handle their parts extremely well. As Sid, Washer
shines in a drunken dinner
scene which, though difficult,
is played unerringly.
"Ah,
Wilderness"
is
directed by Joan Welch in
such a way that each line is
rendered finely and the audience waits on each word for
the entertainment it quickly
comes to expect.

The play continues through
Saturday at the theatre, S. 174
Howard. Tickets can be
reserved by calling 455-PLA Y.

Civic Theatre play

The Student Employment Office will sponsor the 2nd annual
Student Employment Week from April 12-16. Students, staff,
faculty, and members of the local communities are encouraged
to attend and support Student Employment. All events are
FREEi!
Highlights of the week include:

Monday, April 12

INTERVIEW WORKSHOP
PATTERSON HALL AUDITORIUM
3:00 P.M .-5:00 P.M.
The presidents from a computer company and restaurant corporation will
discuss their unique recruiting
and interviewing techniques.

Tuesday, April 13

CAREER AWARENESS DAY
P .U.B.-"MAINSTREET"
10:00 A.M.-1 :00 P.M.
Participating representatives include:
Key Tronics, U.S. Postal Service,
Bureau of Land Management, Sacred
Heart Medical Center, Fairchild Air
Force Base Civilian Personnel, District
81, and many others.

Friday, April 16

STUDENT EMPLOYMENT OPEN
HOUSE
SHOWALTER 309
10:-00 A.M .- 1:00 P.M.

Strong and serious
In just a few years, "Whose Clare Scott, who comes to
Life Is It Anyway?" the understand j-larrison' s reSpokane Civic Theatre's latest ' quest, and Fritz Cahill as
production, has appeared on Sister Anderson, who.cares for
the stage in London, .on his every need, are especially
Broadway, and as a recent mo- good in their roles. Tim
Behrens handles · the
tion picture.
A remarkable feat consider- "villainous" character of Dr.
Michael Emerson with proper
ing its subject matter.
Peter Hardie, in his Civic agitation and restraint.
The set is very impressive.
Theatre debut, plays Kent
Centerstage
is Harrison's
Harrison, a sculptor who
because of a tragic accident is wallless room~ surrounded by
.paralyzed from the neck two nurse's rooms and topped
down. Harrison becomes con- by Emerson's office. Where
vinced that he wants to die and the scene transpires it lit; the
this becomes the crux of the rest of the stage is shrouded in
black.
dialogue.
The play will be most
Hardie's role is extremely
difficult and confining but h~ remembered for Harrison's
handles it admirably with only snappy and extremely dry wit
speech inflections and nods of which successively escapes the
his head. He remains center maudlin.
It is an enjoyable ·even int ' f
stage throughout the two ac~s, ,
entertainment,
and whether or not the scene is dramatic
centered on him we feel· his designed to also make us
think. What Harrison chopses
presence.
'
Ad directed by Pamela may not be suitable for all, but
Kingsley from Brian Clark's all of us at one time or another
original play, the rest of the have considered it.
For ticket information call
"Whose Life Is It Anyway?"
325-2507.
"Whose Life ls It
cast is capable and adequate,
but second banana to Hardie's anyway?" runs through April
24.
Harrison.
Barbara Diaconi as Dr.

PACIFIC NORTHWEST PERSONELL MANAGERS
ASSOCIATION is offering a FREE workshop for students with
Personnel majors on April 16, 1982 from 1:00 P.M.-4:00 P.M.
This workshop will be held at Deaconess Hospital.
Come to the Student E,nploymc;nt Office, Showalter 310 for
more details and sign-up-. · . · ·
CAMP 'ROGANUNDA, Yakima-will be on campus April 12th
from 8:30 A .M.-5:00 P.M. Come to the Student Employment
Office, Showalter 310 for applications and interview sign-up.

WOULD 'YOU LIKE TO GAIN EXPERIENCE IN INTERVIEWING SKILLS? Several local employers have volunteered
to conduct "mock" interviews. for EWU students. Contact the
Student Employment Office, Showalter 310 for details.

D -~
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Coins, Stamps, Supplies
U.S. & Foreign

We Buy, Sell, Trade
Silver Rnds. .. .$1.50 Over Spt.
10111st
Cheney, WA
235-4347

Briefs

Hey

(

University of Southern Calif·o rllia

GR.A DUATE PROGRAM· IN
JUDICIAL ADMINIST--R ATION
( Master of Public Administration specia-lization offered jointly
by the USC School of Public Administration and Law Center~

Sign up for an April 19p.m. interview
with Dr.. Donald Fuller,

Career Placement-

Smarty!
If you're a student getting
"B's" or better, you may

qualify for Farmers' Good
Student ·Discount in the
form of a special bonus
lower rate on your Auto
insurance.
Call today and get the facts
on Farmers money-saving
Good Student Auto Policy.

DAVE HARRISON
Farmers lnstnnce Group
502 First · 236-8186
CHENEY, WA 99004

..
"
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EWU history's
not hard to find
The place will be hopping next week.
One hundred years ago school began on these same grounds,
and next week Eastern celebrates its Centennial with a host of
activities.
For a complete list of what's happening, check the special insert beginning on page 5.
It's hoped that this is one event that will not be met with the
usual apathy that coordinators have had to confront over the
last few years. What's coming up is a once-in-a-lifetime event
with a former president, a governor, congressman and man;
other dignitaries to appear.
With the hoopla soon ensuing, The Easterner hopes that the
sense of the historical is not lost. Eastern Washington University
has had a varied, fascinating history that has only been scratched in our insert.
And this history is not hard to find. We needn't push aside
cobwebs or travel to Egypt to discover Eastern's rich heritage.
Every building on campus is a standing example of the dif(erent
periods from stately Showalter Hall to the modern Arts Complex.
In the library a wealth of material is available. In the school
archives, located on the ground floor, are historical documents,
photographs, old yearbooks and a complete collection of
Easterners from its first publication, on microfilm.
I~ isn't buried deep in the earth below Hargreaves Hall; it's
available to every student that has any interest in the institution
they are now attending .
. ~he Easter~er joins in the congratulations to Eastern for providing education for one hundred years and also for providing a
diverse, impressive history which we are all part of.

So how was your
spring vacation?
"How was your spring break?"
By the end of this week, nearly every Eastern Student will
both ask and answer this question quite a few times. As familiar
faces are viewed stampeding onto the bus, returning to the
dorms, standing in line at the Bookstore, trying to get enrolled in
"full,, classes, or anywhere around campus, whatever party
recognizes the other party first will inevitably utter the words,
''Hi! How was your spring break?''
Then, of course, the recipient of this conversation feels obliged to answer with an exclamated adjective, possibly a brief explanation of where the week was spent, then returns the question
to its originator. The routine is repeated, then both parties go on
their way to see another acquaintance somewhere in the near
vicinity.

Satire

..

Rates, criticism increase
by Cullen Loeffler
Easlerner Slaff Writer

As utility rates increase,
power companies have come
in for more and more
criticism. In an attempt to better understand this issue The
Easterner
interviewed
Frederick Goldblatz, the head
of the Inland Empire Power
Consorti um.
Easterner: Mr. Goldblatz,
consumers are angered by
skyrocketing price increases,
in some places as much as 70
percent.
Goldblatz: They're not really skyrocketing. The cost of
electricity is still less than the
cost of gas or food or housing.
Easterner: But why are the
rates going up so draQ1atically?
Goldblatz: Basically it's
because
of
inflation.
Everything costs more: oil,
medical costs, and political
contributions. As these things
increase so also do our expenses.
Easterner: People are conserving and using less electricity. According to the supply
and demand principle of
economics shouldn't this cause
a drop in prices?
Goldblatz: Not necessarily.
You see there's a moral issue
here. We're trying to maintain
the high standard of ·living
we've all become accustomed
to.
Easterner:
You
mean
Americans?
Goldblatz: No, company executives. We have an obligation to see that they maintain
their way of life.
Easterner: Are you saying
that supply and demand

doesn't operate for the power
company?
Goldblatz: Of course it
does, but there is another
economic principle at work.
Easterner: What principle?
Goldbltaz: I'll try to explain
it in laymen terms. Companies
have to make ever-increasing
profits. If they don't, they go
under. You see, we can't lower
our · costs because we can't
lower wages or lay off people
unless they earn less than
$50,000 a year. This creates an
ever-increasing spiral of costs.
Easterner: What do you call
this economic principle?
Goldbltaz: Greed.
Easterner: Some critics
claim these increases are due
to
mismanagement and
monopoly practices. For instance at the Buzzard Gulch
Nuclear project, auditors
claim that exorbitant prices
were charged for material.
One contractor charged the

power company $100,000 for a
copying machine.
Goldbltaz: That doesn't
sound exorbitant .
Easterner: The copying
machine was a secretary with
an IBM. In addition the power
company was charged
$300,000 for a plane ticket,
$250,000 to punch holes in
three ring notebook paper,
and $20,000 for half a
limousine.
Goldblatz: Those prices only seem high. Actually they
were very competitive.
Easterner: What do you
mean by competitive?
Goldblat.z: They were twice
as much as the estimates of
other competitors. We felt
that anyone who would overcharge by that much would do
the best job for us. After all,
any fly-by-night outfit . can
underbid and then inflate their
prices. But only the most farsighted businessmen .would
overcharge during the bidding.

c/:etter
Lampoon called 'insipid'
ding it! Tacky.
It is dif(icult to be scathing
without lowering your standards to those you attack. You
chose well in your political
targets. Too bad you missed
the bull's-eye. I suggest you
turn to Will Rogers to discover
political satire with a bite.
I am sorry to criticize so
severely. It just seems ·to me
you have all been reading the
Spokesman-Review too much.
Sincerely,
- Elaine Imus
1527 W. 6th, #2
Spokane, WA 99204

Dear Editor,
Your April I, 1982 issue has
exceeded your previous efforts
toward banal and insiped
writing. I realize that in this
issue yours was an attempt at
humor but your sarcasm lacked biting wit and allowed your
efforts to fall into a 'mere
burlesque of satire.
The best part of the joke
was the dark gray box on the
front page advising us why the
drival (sic) was being printed.
It was, I say, until I realized
that your office has a metal
door and brick walls surroun-

uJQ.11 ... it's e.ither- the, new \Jniver-Sc~
moce,oran·e\olouat.e.. Joo~nob/

_To be _sure, the number of times an individual goes through
this routme _depe~ds solely upon one's popularity (unless, of
co~rse, o~e is takmg a survey on where Eastern students spent
theu spnng _break, in ~hie~ case ~ne could ask complete
strangers. This, however, 1s highly unlikely. While an extremely
p~pular student may celebrate this ritual several times ~n a few
mmutes, th~ shyer, not-so-friendly types could have as much as
two ho_urs _m between inquiries. Nevertheless, everyone will
engage m this conversation sooner or later.
Now, if one's spring break was exciting, fun-filled and
advent1:1rous, sue~ as a trip to Rio de Janeiro or Maui, o~e can
take pnde and smile when revealing this information A popular
quotation heard is "It was great! Look at my suntan!;'

If, howe~er, one is a poor, struggling college student on a
budget! sprmg b~eak was probably nothing to brag about.
For m_stance, if th~ most exciting event of one's spring break
was buymg a new pau of socks or visiting downtown Spokane
the conversation is bound to be brief.
'
There's always the middle of the road, too, for those of us
":ho went to Coeur d'Alene to see if tlie sunset in Idaho is any
different from Washington, or the daring souls who braved the
wilds to "rough it" by spending a day at the Big Horn Sportsmen's Sh~w. visits t~ rel~tives also fall into this category, as
does spendmg all day m paJamas, catching up on the soaps.

The Easterner staff
John Austin, Editor
Stephanie Vann. Associate Editor

Mark Nelke, Sports Editor
Randy Rains, Photo Editor

Richard Hoover, Adviser
Writers: John Alston, Mark Anderson, Chris Gaston, Peggy McManus, Dave Austin, Jeff Bunch,
Kirk Findlay, Barry Morris, Susan Howard, Tim Dittrick, Corrine Burnett, Rocky Evans, Barb
Hill. Photographers: Doreen Blenz, Lindsay Scaggs, Keith Kirkwood, John Dockery, Patrick
Potter, Kelly Rowe, Gary Copp.

However your spring break was spent, the week is all over and
now comes the time to get back to the serious business of being,·
studious college students. Until summer vacation, that is; and
The Easterner is published every Thursday at Thoen Publishing Co., Spokane, Wa. All letters
when that's all over., we will each have three month's worth of :~~,b~ed, double spaced and signed. Send to The Easterner, PUB Room 119, EWU, Cheney,
vacation stories tQ share with anyone wh·o asks that ever-popular
first-day-of-fall-quarter question: "How was you,r summer?"

..
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to Don
Neal R.
Hanson
the ·rem
several
muniJy
Foijn

ortunale to be apart of E~ter,,· Washington University
one-hundredth year. · Th!! year-long celebration of the
began with a birthday pa,:ty in the Pence Union
overnor John Spellman cut the birthday cake and leµ
of 700 in singing happy birthday. Later that day the
/anted g blue spruce in the new mall next io Tawanka
That evening at a special centennial dinner in Spokane
munity leaders, (lovernor: Spellman was given the first
nnia/ Medal. $ince_that time the Medal has been given
Thu/ean, Ina if. Johnston, William H. Cowles, 3rd,
'SSeen, Joey August,. Thomas S. Foley, Raymond A .
aimers Gail Norris, ·and Robe,:t Brachtenbach. During
er of the centenr,,ial year, the medaf will be given to
who have contributed to fhe betterment of the comhe University.
·
Day, April 14th, will be the crowning point of the .
lebrarion. Because classes are ~ismissed in the. af~ ~nts {Ire cordially invited to atten(/ the Founders Con- .,
he P~vilion at 2.'00 p.m. Our speaker will be the 38th

'

President of the United States, Qerald R. Ford. That evening, at
the Founders Day Dinner in Spokane, former President Ford will
IJ:! given thf University's highest j ward, the Benja_m in P. Cheney
Medal. Although there will be many special guests on campus and
in Spokane as a part of Founders Day, perhaps the most interesting
guest wil~ be Ms. Deborah Streeter; the great, great gran_ddaughter
of Benjamin P. 'Cheney.
;
Man)'. of the depariments and schools of the University are
holding special centennial symposia involving distinguished
scholars and leaders. Students are encouraged to participate in
these symposia.
There will be:one lasJing symb~I of the centennial celebration, a
c/ocktower. ·The Centennial Clocktower, paid for by private contributions, will be a brick and~con'ciete structure 80 feet•high, to be
built near the south-easl corner of.the central quadrangle.
· The centennipl provides a splendid opportunity to rej7ect on our
past and contemplate o"ur future. :Eastern, like the Inland Empire,
has come a long way in 100 ye~rs. The next JOO years will bring
both improvement and growth to, the Spokane area and the Univer-

siiy . The area between Cheney and Spokane will fill in; con.sequently the University will be more ge!lerally ~hought of as part
of Spokane. As area industry grows, particularly in the technical
and engineering fields, so too will the University. Spokane will continue to be the hub of communications, health care, reJail trade,
and the human services; consequently the University must further
develop its undergraduate and graduate programs in these fields.
The Inland Empire is rich in natural resources, particularly
minerals, timber, and food production; and the University must
respond to the needfor qualified people in these.fields. Finally, and
most important, the University will provide for the general higher
education needs of the people of the region and thereby enhance
the culture._ the economy, and the quality of life/or all.

Sincerely,
H. George Fredericksor
President

-

.

'
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A-normal Cheney main street scene, 1898 .

.
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Partying took different avenues
by Peggy McManus
Ea ·terner Staff Writer

When one walks across
campus on Monday morning,
he is likely to hear people
di cussing how they spent their
weekend.

Some drove into Spokane to
see the latest 3-D movie,
others "got wasted" and
listened to punk rock, while
still others "porked out" on
M&M's and Doritos and watch
n

Would you re~ister here? Showalter Hall was being built when
this photo was taken in 1914.

sets.
But what might one hear
fellow students say about their
weekend fun if it were not
1982, but the turn of the century?
In the early l 900's, entertainment largely revolved
around social clubs and class
activities.
C lubs were organized to
stim ulate student intere t in
such topics as science,
religion, debate, at hletics and
drama.
Alm ost everyone belonged
Lo at least one club, if not five
or ix .
Another popular form of
entertainment among EWU
tudent , (which wa
then
known a Ea tern Washington
State Normal School) , wa
partie .
Partie were largely put on
by the dormitories and classe .
Of cour e there were parties
for every holiday. Such as the
Halloween party of 1907.
"The hall was beautifull y
decorated with tall stacks of
grain, jack-o-lanterns, great,
weird
figures
of cats,
hobgoblins, li zards, witc hes'

paraphernalia. The shaded
lights and the jack-o-lanterns
helped to carry out the many
amusements of a Halloween
nature. The last amusement
was the chanting of the witches, over a huge caldron."
But students also came up
with creative party ideas. The
"Kid Party" that the Monroe
Hall girls put on in 1903 required everyone to show up
for dinner dressed as a kid.
"When dinner was finished;
all the little girls scurried up to
the living room and then the
fun began."
"Several mo t beautiful
dolls were displayed, and of
course every little girl who had
o ne wanted to hold one of the
other girl' s doll , for just a little while. Since almo st
everyone wanted th e ame
doll, hair pulling and crying ,
ensued, and trouble reigned
supreme, until everyone began
to play games .' '
' ' Never
wa s
'London
Brid g e'
or
'Drop - the Hankerchief' played with
more vim or true enjoyment
than on that memorable
night."

Another unique party was
put on by the freshman class
on 1908. It was a "Hard Times
Party,'' and everyone who attended dressed in costumes
simulating
hard
times.
Tramps,
Indians
and
housemaids arrived to dance
to the Hard Times Orchestra,
' 'each trying to make himself
the most conspicuous object
of mirth".
Chaperones
accompanied
students on all social activities,
including "senior s neak
days." But even so, young
people found ways of getting
past the watchful eyes o f their
superiors .
During a leigh ride in 1908,
thi conversation is sa id to
have transpired .
"Oh Howard, hold my
hand fo r I'm a fraid I'll fa ll
off. '
Bu t the boy was
somehow bashful and replied,
'Put them under thi robe so
tha t the rest of the crowd can't
see me hold them'. "
Compiled f rom various archive sourc>?s in the JFK
Library .

.

An Eastern history retrospective
by Chris Gaston
Easterner Staff Writer
from notes compiled by Emerson

huck

The first formal name of the
Cheney community was Depot
Springs. Many local people informally called the commun ity
Willow Springs . The town site
was laid out in 1880 by a syndicate of railroad men and
developers from Colfax. The
railroad was developed in June
! 881.
The first school was held in
a log hut on C ronks Hill ,
which had been constructed in
1878 as a potential refuge
from feared lndian attacks .
In 1889 a major fire
destroyed much of the
downtown business area,
which had extended from
about Union to Cocacilla
a long First street.
Cheney Hall here on campus was named after Benjamin
P. C heney . Streeter Hall was
named after his grand a ugh ter.
Portraits of Benjamin Cheney
and his wife are in the JFK
library.
On March 22, 1890 the state
school a t C heney was created.
This project was sponsored
and lo bbied by Representative
Ste ph e n G. Grubb and
Senato r Alex Watt, both from
Cheney and members of the
f ir st
s ta t e
leg is lature .
Buildings and · property valued
a t $30,000 were transferred to
the sta te.
In 1890 the first boa rd o f
trustees was appointed by the
governo r o n August 18, 1890,
and it na med principa l W.J.
Sutto n . H e resigned in 1897
a fter a local sq uabble. Local
businessmen signed personal
notes to cover maintenance
costs, and the school opened
October 13, 1890 with 2 1 men,
29 women ; a nd two 18 week
se "- · rs . ·
891 a 24-by-60 Tadl. ... A l to the building began.
The total building was

destroyed by fire on August
27, 1891. Classes were held in
temporary quarters in Cheney
for two years. The legislature
appropriated $ 18,000 for the
1891-93 biennium .
In 1892 · a separate training
school with 150 pupils was
organized as a lab for teacher
preparation.
In 1893 the people of
Cheney voted bonds for erection of a brick building . This
building was used by the Normal school, 1983-96. The
legi slature of 1893 ap propriated $60,000 for a new
building and $25,000 for
maintenance.
Governor
McGraw vetoed it and the
state Emergency Board rejected several petitions for
funding.
In1893theschoolopenedin
the new Cheney school
building. Sutton borrowed 18
percent to support self, and 30
citizens borrowed $3,000 to
partially pay faculty. The
teachers received no pay from
March 1883 until late fall.
In 1895 Legislature appropriated $60,000 for a new
building and $28,000 for
maintenance . The same bill
created the Normal School
Fund, to be supported by sale
of the public lands . T he cornerstone of the new building
was laid in 1895. The third
floor was not completed until
1907-08.
In 1897 Sutton resigned and
stayed in C heney as a banker
and a land owner . He was
replaced by J. J. Rippitoe from
P ortland U. The C heney Norma l School was closed in 189798 .
In 1898 a large number of
citizens pledged and paid
financial support so C heney
Norma l School re-opened.
In 1908 Hiram C alvin
Sampson was principal. At
this time the campus was 13and-a-half acres.
In 19 10 Noah David

Showalter was named president.
On April 24, 1912 a major
fire destroyed the administration building. The operations
were moved to the training
school building and the training school went to the old
C heney high school. Spokane
interests backed C heney for
the first time.
In 19 13 a new board of
tru tees was elected with Mary
A. Monroe as president.
The cornerstone of the new
central building was la id on
June 27, 1914, by W .J. Sutton . The new building was
located further southeast than
the old one.
A new manual arts building
was contracted and completed
in 191 5. Monroe Hall was
completed in 19 16.
ln 1920 the Senior Hall plot
was purchased. Two floors of
Senior Hall built for $75,000.
Im provement of the old
athletic field and the new track
were accomplished in 1921 .
The first four-year diploma

was awarded.
In 1923 the enrollment at
Cheney Normal was 1,064.
Kimball Organ was purchased
for the auditorium.
In 1926 President Showalter
resigned.
Richard
T.
Hargreaves was inaugurated
on October 8.
In 1936 the EWU College of
Education was opened.
On April 6, 1937 Martin
Hall was completed. The new
name was Eastern Washington
College of Education.
On March 4, 1939 President
Hargreaves died. Ralph E .
Tieje was named president.
On April 25, 1946 President
Tieje resigned and Walter W.
Isle was elected president.
In 1950 Arthur C. Woodward died. An athle tic field
was named after him.
On January 10, 1951 President Isle died. Otis W .
Freeman made a cting president . ROTC
unit was
established.
On March 31, 1954 Donald
S. Peterson was named presi-

dent. Enrollment was 900.
In 1955 construction started
on Isle Uoion building. Plans
began for the Married
Students Court.
In 1960 a new Sacajawea
statue in bronze was donated
by the students.
In 1961 the name of the college was changed to Eastern
Washington State College.
In 1962 the Hall of Sciences
was completed. , The honors
program was offered.
In 1964 Tawanka Commons
opened. Additions were completed later in the year.
In 1971 the Art and Theatre
building complex was constructed.
In 1975 president Shuck
resigned . Phillip Marshall
took over as acting president.
In
1976
H.
George
Frederickson was named president.
On April 14, 1982 EWU
celebrates their Centennial
year. Former president Gerald
Ford is guest s peaker.
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'Reese Affair' not forgotten
by Stephanie Vann
Associate_ ~~•or

.

Some termed 1t The Affair
of 1953". Others c~led . it
"The Red Reese Affair". But
whatever one chooses to lable
it, it was apparently one of the
hottest s~andals in EWU's
one-hundred-year history.
Before the incident ended 16
faculty
members
were
discharged and the president,
vice . president and registrar

resigned.
These act~ons were a result
of the candidacy for master's
degree of the head of the division of health, physical education and recreation, William
B. "Red" Reese.
In his book "Light for an
Empire," Cecil P. Dryden explained the background of the
incident.
• In 1950 .a new board of
trustees was appointed to

The board ot' trustees found no evidence indicating Reese's
guilt in matters of mor,ts, character or integrity. EWU

Eastern Washington College
of Education by Gov. Arthur
B. Langlie. Mrs. Hazel
Laughban, Mr. Charles Gonsor and Mr. Harold J. Anderson were selected to sit on the
board.
Dr. Otis W. Freeman, a professor of geography and a
faculty member since 1924,
was chosen to succeed the late
Dr. Walter W. Isle as president, Dryden said.
"Red" Reese, facu lty
member since 1930, director of
athletics and associate professor of physical education,
was promoted to head the division of health, physical education and recreation in 1951 .
Questions were raised by
faculty members when Reese
announced his candidacy for a
master's degree to be granted
by EWCE.
When the matter was take·n
up by the Graduate Council., it
was
discovered
faculty
members of "lower rank"
were allowed to secure degrees
in the college where they were
employ·ed and Reese's program was approved.
Reese was also granted permission to take certain courses
in his own department.
According to Dryden, Reese
was under pressure to complete requirements for a higher
degree in order to help "raise
the standards of EWCE."
Complaints from faculty
members reached President
Freeman, the Graduate Council and the Faculty Organization.
When it was discovered
academic credits and high
grades were allegedly entered
in the registrar's office for
work Reese had not actually
done, graduate students and
faculty members were apparently quite rattled.
Later, when the new twoyear catalogue appeared in
April stating Reese as a full
professor and as the holder of
a Master of Education degree

-- as Dryden put it -- "the lid
blew off''.
On April 9, the Faculty
Council, a 16-member group
organized under the Faculty
Organization to provide a
liason, with the administration,
protested Reese's advancement from associate professor
since the Committee on
Qualifications and Compensation had not been consulted.
The council also questioned
whether Reese had completed
requirements.
President Freeman said he
was under the fal se assumption that the requirements had
been met, in which case the
degree would have been
awarded at June commencement.
In 1953 two other cases occurred in which degrees were
not entered in the catalogue,
although the faculty members
had completed the necessary
requirements for advanced
degrees .
According to the book,
there was apparent speculation
among
certain
faculty
members that the plan to grant
the degree without completion
of the requirements was an
undercover agreement among
Freeman, the vice president
_and Reese.
Reese withdrew his candidacy and claimed full
responsibility, at which time
Freeman said the controversy
would end.
Certain staff personnel,
along with members of the
Graduate Council, had perused Reese's record in the
registrar's office and found
credit granted for a course
which allegedly had not been
taken and for which no work
had been designated .
According to Dryden, "This
was proof conclusive that the
records had been tampered
with ."

Freeman apparently told the
Faculty Organization April 15
he took full responsibility and
that Reese had no idea the
degree was listed in the
catalogue.
The Faculty Organization
asked Reese to resign and called for an investigation, the
findings of which wo uld be
presented to the board o f
trustees.
On May 21 the Faculty
Organization cast a vote o f
" no confidence" in President
Freeman' s administra tion o n a
count of 69 to 10. Dryden sa id
at all times a " small , determined mino ri ty of fac ulty
refused to join in Reese's and
Freem ~n•s condemnation. ' '
The students followed suit
a nd cast a vote of " no confid ence" on the administration including the president ,
vice president, the regis trar
and Reese. The count was 383
to 31. Half o f the studen t
population did no t cast
ballots.
The board of trustees found
no evidence of any work, action or intent on Reese's part
indicating his guilt or in any
way "indicating his guilt in
matters of morals, character
or integrity."
·
Reese was retained as
director of athletics and went
on to coach over 500
basketball victories.
All seven members of the
Physical Education department threatened to resign if
Reese returned to E WCE. The
board fired all seven, removed
all department and division
heads and gave 11 more profe sors 24 hours to get o ff
campus.

An additio nal fiv e who were
placed on probation later quit
after refusing to sign a new
contract which stipula ted they
"forget the Reese affair."

Ffee time limited in days gone by
Literature, Political Economy, had limited free time. The
Rhetoric and Latin·. Extracur- school catalogue of 1892-93
Easlerner Slaff Wriler
Students who haven't decid- ricular activities were left to informed students they were
expected to have a thorough
ed what area to study and are the student's discretion.
Although students have knowledge of all required
baffled by the wide variety of
choices, may have preferred · a lways found ways to spice up courses by the end of the
attending college in the 1890's. their school life through ex- school term.
activities,
At that time, Eastern, then tracurricular
Education choices expanded
students
at
the
Normal
School
as the school rew . B the
known as Cheney Normal
School, offered two alternatives.
Students could take the
Elementary Course or the
Scientific course.
The school' year was comThe editors and staff of the Easterner would like
prised of two terms , each
twenty weeks long, and the
to thank all the individuals and organizations who
coursework was intense .
provided most of the valuable information and
Students who elected to study
photographs in this special Centennial issue.
elementary education were required to take two terms of
Arithm etic ,
D escriptiv e
Geography, Reading, G ramSpecial thanks to Centennial Coordinator
mar and Composition. They
Emerson Shuck, News Services Director Terry
also attended one term of
Maurer, EWU Archivist Jay Rea, Sports InWo rd Analysis, Bookkeeping,
formation Director Jim Price, EWU President JI.
Music, Physical Geography
George Frederickson, Easterner Ailviser Richard
and Orthoepy, which is the
branch of grammar dealing
Hoover and the entire staff of the EWU Archives
with pronunciation.
and special collections section of J .F .K. Memorial
Students who took the
Library.
Scientific course didn't have it
anJ
ea sie r. They took
A s tronomy,
Z oolo g y,
C hemistry, Algebra, English
by Susan Howard

l 920's Teacher Education
courses had become more
specialized and catered to the
needs of a varied teaching
clientele. The emphasis was on
preparing teachers for the
rural schools and common
schools (grades 1-8). Through the years Eastern

has retamect Its reputation as a
fine school of education, but
growth in student populations
and interests promoted expa nsion in other areas too.
The cho ice of classes and
courses no w offered at Eastern
is enough to baffle anyo ne at
registration time.

. . . . asterner expresses thanks

Centennial coordinator Emerson Shuck.

#
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Athletics full of coaching. greats.
by Mark Nelke
Sports Editor

Mention the names Red
Reese or Ed Chissus and it's
likely that one or both of them
was coaching one team or
another during Eastern's long
athletic history.
The coaching career of
William Bryan Reese on the
Cheney campus began in 1930
when this institution was
known as Cheney State Normal School. Reese coached
football and basketball
simultaneously for 12 seasons
before going off for World
War II.
Reese returned in 1946 and
piloted the basketball team until 1964. During the time he
was coaching the gridders and
cagers, he also spent time as
the track and field coach and
athletic director.
(Imagine Dick Zornes, Jerry
Krause, Jerry Martin and Ron
Raver all rolled into one.)
Reese had a 13-year record
of 66-25-9, a . 725 winning
percentage. · After losing
record his first year, Reese ripped off 12 straight winning
campaigns. His 1933 club produced the second highest
single-game point total (69) in
the history 0f the sohool.
.
As a basketball mentOJi,
Reese
was
equally
outstanding., .o :Beginning . in
1930, his ,fit~t nihe teams had
winning seasons. He had six Football attire has undergone quite a bit of change since this picture was taken back in the early 1900's.
20-win seasons, and three of
t
<.
his teams went to nationals.
J
His 1946 squad compiled an and there were four ties.
R:~ently, John Massengale, has only h~d si~ coaches ,in its market..
.
.
.
No Eastern mentor has apimpressive 31:.4 .mark, inAfter the Reese and Chisstis now 1a·ph~sical education ·prG- 62-year history. Alvin A. (Vin)
eluding 27 straight wins, best eras in the 30's, 40's and 50's, fessor, ran the controls from Eustis, coach~d the first eight proached Reese's longevity
in school history.
Dave Holmes came along· in 1971-78, and currently Dick seasons, winning 106 and ,los- record as a basketball coach,
but current head man J~rry
. As a track coach, Reese's 1963 to rack up a five-year Zornes has completed hi~ third ing 44, ~ ,7p7 p_ercentage .
teams won 23 conference mark of 34-13-1. His fine.s t season of coaching at EWU.
W.W. Woodward, after Krause is halfway there. With
championships and at one season was in 1967, when
In 80 years the Eastern foot- whom the football field is IS seasons under his belt, an~
time ran off a string of 43 con- Eastern won 11 straight gaines ball program has gone from named, directed the cagers for a Ufetime record at EWU ·of
'
' .
secutive dual meet victories.
· and played for the NAIA · na-•. playing high schools to playing th; ee years before Reese came 246-159, Krause need only
along in 1930 to secure a .vir- stick around until ,t he year
..,.
_. t_ional championship, losing Division I-AA colleges.
Chissus, who retired· as 28-21 to Fairmont State.
The men's basketball team tual monopoly of the coaching 1999 to break Reese's record.
EWU baseball coach after last season, began as a football
coach in f953 and paced the
sidelines for 10 seasons.
Chissus donned a baseball
manager's uniform in 1956
and in the next 26 years .
became somewhat of a diamond legend, as he took a
small school baseball team and
transformed it into a respectable major-college program.
One of his more famous
players was Jan Sneva, who
took his I 974 · team-leading
batting average of .325 and
became a race car driveF.
The school's first footbail
game was played in 1902, with
Cheney Normal ripping
Davenport High School 53-0.
CSNS played mostly high
schools in those days, until
1915, when they played mostly
Whitworth.
1,907 and '08 should be
remembered the only ·seasons
that the Washington Statt
Cougars appeared on the
schedule. Naturally, WSU
won both contests, 46-0 and
73-0. · • . ·
.
In 1921 the school played
Central for the first time, losing 6-0. Then, with 'the exception of the WW II years.( 194345) the two teams met every
year through the 1979 season,
with Eastern· winning the final
contest 9-0. In the series
Eastern won 25, Central 27,

•

In this basketball picture from 1949, EWSC's Pat Whitehill, now an EWU physical education professor, co~trols loose ball
In game against Whltworth.-photo by Norman Larry Lanon.
(

I
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Candle was source ofDressler blaze
....
On March 18, a fire was extinguished in a student's unoccupied room in Dressler Hall.
The source of the fire was
determined to be a candle left
burning on a shelf when the
student left for Spring Break.
(Dorm students should note
that it is against dorm regulations to burn candles in their
room. The student will be
liable for the cost of damage
to the room.)

•••

In Streeter Hall, a camera
was stolen from un unlocked
room while the resident was
moving out on March 19.

•••
A beer bottle was thrown on
the hood of a car parked in a
lower lot 13 on March 9 denting the hood .

•••

On March 13 also, there
were four hubcaps stolen from
a car parked in Lot # 1 between
6:30 and 10:30 p.m.

•••

On March 15, a wallet left in.
the Green Room of the

Theater Buildimt was taken .

On March 13, a wallet
which had been left on a bench
in Phase 2 was stolen.

•••

Over the weekend of March
26-29,vandalism was done to
records and the women's
restroom located on the third
floor of Showalter.

•••

The same weekend (3/2629) a banner was taken down
from the side of Monroe H~l.
The banner belonged to the
Women's Center and was
estimated to cost $100.

• ••

A student was apprehended

stealing a book from the
Bookstore in Isle Hall and
charged with Third Degree
Theft on March 15.

• ••

Between March 9 and
March 14, a box containing
three
lasers,
telescopic
eyepiece lenses and holograms
was taken from a room in the
Science Building. Total value
A candle left burning unattended in room 913 Dressler Hall during finals week will cost one
estimated at $1,000.
student upwards of $2000. Photo by Keith Kirkwood.

Entertainment takes a turn (~-~C~a~le_n_d~a-r--...1
by John Austin
Editor

College entertainment is
about to take another turn and
Eastern is one of the guinea
pigs.
Campus Entertainment Network is a new satellite cable
network that will transmit live
concerts and other forms of
entertainment beginning this
fall.
Art Martin, director of student activities, says he is in
contact with CEN right now
and the contracts should arrive
for signing soon with a projected start this coming fall.
'' In the nation right now
there are 300 colleges tentatively interested in the network," said Martin. "Eastern
is on the first line. We are a
test market."
With this label Eastern is
negotiating to receive the neccessary equipment to show the
network free of the equipment
charge. Martin said that a
satellite 'dish, proper sound
systems and a compatible
screen are needed to show the
network, and with the test
market status. Eastern should
get the.s.e.Jree.
"It would cost ·the university nothing,'' he said. · "We
would §plit the revenues with
CEN."u
"It's a very big moneymaking program," Martin

said. "Right now they don't less than ·rµany current conmind losing some money to get certs. Modern technology will
be employed io best reproduce
it going."
the
(eeling· of the live concert.
"Central, Western and
CEN will beam microwave
Eastern Washington Univer•
signals
to a sateliite orbiting
sities are all ori the first line.
We're au ' enthusiastic about 23,700 miles above the earth
which in turn will transmit. the
it.,.
signal
to satellite dishes· ,staAccording to a press release
from CEN, the network plans tioned ,on college campuses
to launch. the network with a which · will then. transmit the
"m;1jor rock and roll concert signal onto the screen.
beamed ·live to affiliate campuses now being··enrolled."
.. "We're a test market
CEN plans six such shows because · the network feels
during the 1982-83 school EWU woulcJn 't bring in major
year. Acts have not been an- entertainment otherwise-nounced but that is forthcom- whfch is true," said Martin
ing.
from his PUB office. "With
According to the press •Spokane so close and budgets
~elea~e. the ticket price should the way they are, this is an exaverage about $5 per event, citing alternative."
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~ Limit one per coupon
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Table Rental: 4'x8' Tables SS.00/Day - $25/ Week
Phone 2~347 or 448-1545 - 9-6
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·ALPHA RAPPA PSI

MEMBERSHIP DRIVE
Opens The Door To:
Professional Contacts
Friendship
* Leadership Development
*Travel
Business Experience
Character Growth

*
*

Open To All BuinellB, Economics, Fashion
Merchandising and RTV Management Students.

Membership Applications Are Available In Kingston 3ZBA
And Will Be Accepted Now Through April 19.

FIQEE

~
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Stop by for more information.

CHENEY PAWN SHOP

NO FIREARMS

~-- ~

A PROFESSIONAL BUSINESS FRATERNITY

*
.*

►

►

'

~ Please present when ordering

.•

we·are the.only licensed pawn broker in ·
the Cheney area. Buy, sell or loan.
money on mos~ anything of value.

- ►

~ · i>ELUXE - . _
~ HAMBURGER

CHENEY
FLEAMARKET
ALSO
New hours: 9 a.m. to 6 p.m. Sun. thru Thurs.
9 a.m. to 8 p.m. Fri. & Sat.

JUICIER
'Yll,£,1

2-3 p.m. Computer Service
Seminare in Patterson 155. 912 p.m.
Saturday April 10
9 a.m. Kiwanis Bun from 9
to l p.~. in the Feldhouse.
12 noon Men's tennis in
Ellensburg against CWU.
7 p.m. Movie, "Southern
Comfort," in the PUB MPR.
Students $1, $2 general admission. The fiJm is folJowed at 10
p.m.
by its daddy,
"Deliverance," for the same
admissien price.

10111st St. -Cheney, WA

~
BURGERS' ►

~ TfllS wp~c1Atl

Today April 8
All day ASEWU book sale
in the PUB.
12 noon Centennial Foreign
Film Festival in JFK Library
auditorium. Span1sh · films until 7 p.m.
·
Friday April 9 . ··
All day book sale continues
in the PUB.
· Women's tennis. Boise
State, Walla Walla.
1:30 p.m. Movie, "Alice in
Wonderland," PUB MPR.
Free.

.

*

fftR PlfRCln
A sterile.
medically
approved
procedure
performed
bytmined
personnel

*with
purchase
· of earrings

USING THE PATENTED
STEl\1-QUIK'" SYSTEM
APRIL 10
12 NOON· 4:00

$3.99

·

IPA Fashion Parlour
Houn: Mon.-S.t.
10 a.m. to 7 p.m.

F & M Business Center
(509) 235·5148

.

~
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Sports

Zornes in grjd fold tbru '·85
classified as an exhibition by games a year against them, we we need to put more money intheNCAA.
' can be competitive.''
to recruiting.
Sports Editor
With his eye on the Big Sky,
Eastern will open with road
'' In 1983 we will have the
Zornes emphasized three
Eastern Athletic Director Ron games Sept. 11 and 18 against areas in which the Eagle foot- equivilant of 40 scholarships,,,
Raver made an announcement Big Sky clubs Weber State and ball program must improve if said Zornes. "To go from no
Tuesday about the man who's Montana State, then host it is to reach Big Sky-caliber.
scholarships to 40 in three
taking his football program in 8ritish Columbia Sept. 25.
"We definitely need to years is quite an accomplishthat direction:
Division II squads Cal Poly- enlarge our coaching staff by ment."
Dick Zornes will remain Pomona and Portland State one coach," he said. "We
Big Sky schools can currentEastern's football coach will take on Eastern in Albi need to enlarge the number of ly place up to 65 football
through the 1985 season.
Stadium Oct. 2 and 9, respec- scholarships we give out, and players on scholarship.
In .a move aimed at the tively, before EWU closes out
In a time when many
'' further determination and a four-game homestand Oct.
schools of Eastern's size are
committment to develop as 16 in a homecoming clash with
cutting back on their football
strong and outstanding an Simon Fraser of the NAIA.
programs, Raver said EWU
athletic department as we can
The Eagles hit the road Oct.
can upgrade its program
possibly can," Raver an- 23 to battle their third Big Sky
because of increased revenue
nounced at a press conference foe, Northern Arizona, then
from two areas:
that the 37-year-old coach travel to Tacoma Oct. 30 to
1) With the student population of Eastern continuing to
rec~ived a three-year extension lock horns with fell ow Divion his current contract, which sion II nemesis'Puget Sound.
grow, the amount of money
was due to expire after the
Following an open date
that goes to the athletic
1982 football season.
department from student and
Nov. 6, Eastern . closes its
"We've made a lot of pro- regular season with a home
activity (S&A) fees also ingress in three years," said finale Nov. 13 against NAIA
creases; and
Zornes. "We've taken a small school Western Montana and
school program and turned it a road game Nov. 20 with
into an intermediate program, Division II school Cal Stateadvancing fast toward a Divi- Sacramento.
sion I-AA program. But we've
Zornes was pleased with the
still got quite a ways to go."
schedule, and was optimistic
The EWU women's tennis
Raver also announced the abput the possibility of adding
team this past week ran up
Eagles' football schedule for . one or two more Big Sky
their
seaso,n record to 3-3.
this season, which includes schools to the slate in 1983.
They did ·it in convincing
three games with Division I"We're still gonna have
fashion too, as they pretty
AA schools, -four with Divi- trouble competing with Big
much
wiped · out hapless
sion II teams, two tilts with Sky schools day in and day
Gonzaga University in a 9-0
NAIA schools and one game out," he said. "But with three
romp.
They dido 't lose a set
Tha~s to a three-year , con- throughout the match, and
tract extension, Dick Zornes managed to lose only 17 games
Company: will
be w&¢ching over his in the nine matches. It started
gridiron troops through the at the top, where top seeded
Danielle LaPierre came away
1985 season.
with a forfeit. the closest
t•
match came at number two
·CflENEY
singles,
where Michelle ·Ratigan
Stylists: •Kay Walkup
:ll/'
won 6-1 , 6-4.
•Clyde Leifer
The team now gets ready· to
hit
the road for Walla Walla.
112 College St., Cheney
l
•
They played Whitworth
yesterday, and results were not
OPEN-24 HOURS!
available at press time. Then
Bulk Ory Cleaning
they are scheduled to play
Whitman College and Walla
111 GStreet
1
Walla Community College, on
their weekend trip , down
south.
by Mark Nelke

2) By scheduling more Big
Sky schools, especially on the
road, the school will rake in
more money on their percentage of the gate, as well as on
appearance fees.
While it is not certain if or
when the Big Sky will accept
Eastern as a member, either by
expansion, or by replacing a
current member with them, if
the conference decides to take
on a new member, the Eagles
appear to be the obvious
choice.
"We're the only Division II
school west of the Rocky
Mountains making any kind
of upward
movement
athletically," said Raver.
"We look for some kind of
Big Sky movement in the near
future," added Zornes. "We
think they need us as much as
we need them."

Eagle women blast
Gonzaga; even mark

The Hair
:;;,
Haircuts,
~ Permanents& Colors

al~,

LAUNDRY

CENTER _··

TIRED OF PACKING
A COLD LUNCH
TO SCHOOL·?

23>8580

:CPRFIDBll':rlAT,,,

IT PAYS TO EAT ATTAWANKA
Where You Can Have A Good, Varied
HOT LUNCH or BREAKFAST
FORONLY$Z.00AMEAL .
On A 10 Punch Breakfast/Lunch Ticket

PB.OFBSSIOITAI,,
& AFFOJIDABI.B ~ ..

YOU Can Even BUY A DINNER
On A 10 Punch Dinner Ticket
FORJUST$3.10 ·

10 Punch Breakfast/Lunch Tickets $20.00

Monday-Friday
Hot Breakfast Served
From 7:00A~-9:lSAM
and Hot Lunch Served.
From .10:30 AM- 2: IS PM
'

::

-

10 Pun~ Dimler Tickets .... ·.... $37 .00
Weekday .Dinnet Hours: 4: lSPM - 6:30PM

Weekend Hours Available Upon Request

Foreign &
American
Auto
Repair
New&
Used Parta

All Birth Control Methods & Supplies
Pregnancy Testing & Counseling
Medical I!/ Social Service Referra.J,s
Day & Evening Hours
Community Education Programs & T r ~
Welfare Medical Coupons Welcome!
.

L

,.

IR CBIIBBY . . .

S. 115 College
Tuesdays• Call 326-2142 for an appointment

235-6123

Monday thru Friday •
Call 326-2142 for an appointment

ri::\

Sll CIAUZING IN
'51 · '61 J-IIIOS

Bodyahop
Wrecking
· Vintage Auto Parts
24 Hour Wrecker Service
FREE TOWING
FOR REPAIR WORK
FROM INSIDE
CITY OF CHENEY
PHONE

Ill' 8POKA1111 ... W. 621 GarlandAvenue
'

CALL 'T AWANKA FOR DETAILS

Phone 359-2540

.DAUE'S AUTO··

... Jl'amily PJanntng Services
& Information
•
•
•
•
•
•

Coach Sunya Herold has
been happy with the way her
team has been playing, and
feels that their record is good,
considering the schedule she
has been playing.
"We've been having some
good matches. Our women
have been playing tough, and
I'm pleased with where we are
so far," said Herold. "Two of
our losses came against Division I teams, and I feel that we
have our toughest schedule
ever. ' '
The weather forced Eastern
to cancel its match last Saturday. The coach arose to find
ice anQ cold weather the conditions, and -that is not feasible
for tennis weather.
·
The indoor courts had been
previously committed, and the
coach was left with no other
alternative.
They are waiting for
weat~er conditions to improve, so challenge matches
can be played, but not in the
weather that has seen snow,
wind, and frigid thermometer
readings in the last week. So as
it is, Herold will stick with the
lineup she,s been using.

'

SPOKANE

83&3677

Planned Parenthood

~ ~

of Spokane

'

W. 621 G~ la.n.d Ave. • B~kane. WA 99206

, ··

Waah. Watte ·

1-800-57~
.f State Hotline S.rvlce
Route 3, Box 45
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Eagles take off for·Pac-10- openers
The Eastern Eagles are having their cake, but someone
else is eating it.
The EWU baseball team has
had plenty of chances to break
out of its current slump, which
saw them lose eight of ten
since Coach Jim Wasem's
crew walked away with the
Whitman tournament crown
over spring break.
The Eagles were rained out
of
yesterday's
home
doubleheader with LewisClark State. The games will be
made up but a new date has
not been set.
Eastern will take to the
road for its Northern Division
openers in the Pacific-IO Conference. The Eagles will be at
Portland State Friday for a
noon doubleheader and at
Oregon State Saturday for a
noon twinbill.
Eastern has faced its two
opening Northern Division
foes already this season. The
Eagles beat the Beavers 4-3
Mar. 6 in the Bariana Belt
Tournament in Lewiston, and
· the club suffered its first
shutout at the hands of the
Vikings, 5-0 Mar. 26 in
Sonoma, Cal.

Along with OSU and PSU,
Eastern's other rivals in the
NorPac are Gonzaga,
Washington
State,
Washington and Portland.
Last Sunday the Eagles
returned home after a road
trip to Oregon and California
that had them playing eight
games in seven days.
The friendly confines of

Cheney, however, were not
helpful to Eastern as they
dropped a pair to Central, 2-0
and 5-2, in weather that was
more conducive to staying at
home and building a fire.
Wasem went with his aces,
Ron Burns and Chris Fazendin
against the Wildcats, and
while the two pitched superb
games, lack of hitting and oc-

casional shoddy fielding
behind them spelled defeat.
Burns, a junior righthander
from Rogers, induced Central
into 13 ground ball outs, ibu(
walks to lead off man Mark
Countryman in the first and
fifth innings resulted in the only runs scored in the opener.
Fazendin, a senior from
Kami.akin, was sailing along

with a two-hitter until Central
manufactured three runs in the
seventh on three hits, two
walks and an error to snap a 22 tie and send Eastern to its
15th defeat in 22 outings.
The Eagles have been inconsistent all season. After dropping six of their first seven encounters, the club surprised
many by winning the Whitman
Invitational crown Mar. 2022.
A six-run fourth inning
catapulted the Eagles to a 7-5
victory over Gonzaga to win
the tourney. EWU was aided
by a one~hitter by sophomore
Jim Ewing against Seattle U.
earlier in the day, along with a
GU loss which gave the Eagles
. a shot at the title.
From then on, however, it
was several close, but no cigar,
games for Eastern on its trip.
While dropping six out of
•eight, EWU 'lost four of those
by one run and, after the first
loss, did not allow more than
five runs in any game.

.-----------------··I
-

Coach Jim Wasem and his team shivered through a pair of losses to Central last Sunday. the
Eagles op~n Pac-10 play Friday at Portland State and Saturday at Oregon State.-photo by Doreen
Bienz.

,,Spoltane f;IL$ o'lvd.:

_ _\
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Youngsters lead Martin's spikers

.,

MiiNw' I

'I

(Moses Lake), Skagit Valley the University of Oregon,
I
CC transfer Tom Hildebrand Sullivan, Houston and AnderSports Writer
TUESDAY:
Kegger Nite-S5.00
I
Despite the fact that 60 per- (Mount Vernon), middle son paved the way, all recordistance
man
Ed
Dotter
ding
third
place
finishes.
Also
rained
out
April
3
in
a
meet
All
You
can
drink
cent of his roster is made up of
free Popcorn
I
underclassmen,, head track (Spokane) and Dave Rath top finishing third was the 4x800 scheduled at Moscow, Id., and I
WEDNESDAY:
co·ac1< · Jerry· Martin -believes• the sophomore crop•. ·Houston meter .relay- squad, whife.-the will resume competition this
25• Schooner I
this year's team can improve set an EWU indoor record distance medley team wa fif- weekend when . they tangle .I .
·
I THURSDAY:
I
on their 20th place finish with a 49'-4" triple jump this th.
wit~ H~m~oldt State a~d the 1· College Nite
I
(among · 125 teams) in the- winter. ·
Umver~1ty of Portland m the S1.75 Pitchers
Stan Stucky (Eph'rata),
Freshman Mark M·u rdzia Rose City•
NCAA Division II National
I With this coupon & college ID 1
Brett Waldron (Port Angeles), and Sullivan led an EWU
championships.
L.;;---••B?•• ·--~ ------~
Martin will rely heavily on Dennis Sullivan (Pasco) and dominatien of the "Whitman
freshman and sophomores this Steve Pybus (Sutherland, Invitational March 27 in Walla
'€,
season, where he expects as B.C.) should provide the bulk Walla. Murdzia high jumped
many as 11 or 12 national of 't he strength · for the up- 6'-9 ¼ ", while Sullivan long
perclassman.
jumped 23'-6¼ ". Stucky,
qualifiers.
Waldron, Randy Barris and
In
the
Eagles'
first
meet
at
Freshman Bruce Anderson
~ 00
(Naselle) completed the inqoor
All Jeans and·all T-Shirts
track and field season with the
what did ...
the First American in space
(With I.D., Good Through April 10, 1982)
second best mark in the counthe first American in orbit
General Hospital Nightshirts
try in Division I I. The threethe
First
Man
on
the
moon
Now Avctiilable,!
time state high school champ
the
First
Man
to
fly
thP~pt'.lce
Cheney
504
1st
Street
registered a toss of 56' -7 ¼" at
shuttle
the Washington Indoor in·
all have in common?
Seattle, Feb. 21.
Other outstanding freshman
THEY ALL WORE THESE
include sprinters Dan Daron
(Stevenson) and Anthony
Robinson
(Anchorage), .
distance men Mick Parker
(Puyallup) and Greg Meyer
(Vancouver), as well as
weightmen I:.ex Strom (Castle
Rock) and Keith Nelson (St.
To_Win Your "Wings,"
John).
Call
Th4t Navy Officer Team At:
Triple jump and hurdles
l-800-562-9092
standout John Houston
by Kirk Findlay

I
I

I
I

I

I

I

STUDENT
DISCOUNT!
20%OFF

"~{,'-\oe .

*
*
*
.*

COUPON

WANTED:

r-------NEw-~-----1
.

Enthusiastic and Energetic

R.A. Appllcants!'
App'l lcatlons now available

~

at the Housing ~Ice, Showalter 122.
Deadllna.for·~ccaptlng appllcatlons
·l sMay1, 1982

.

.

!

SHRIMP & JO JO'S
-•2.49 -

I

Coupon Expires April 14, 1982

I

·

·•····················-·············
•
cCherryPie
'I

·1c:,; Ala•ode ,.,.., :I
,I . . _ _, .c~~pon__~xp~e~~~~ 1~, 1982

--~---.:&1.i.-~~~------~,

.

~

-

~

~

.
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M_en netters conquer elements, foes
.'

They ran into windy 30degree weather in the PLU
match, and came back to face
Spokane Community College
in some more nasty conditions, etching out a 7-2 win.

by Jeff Bunch
Sports Writer

Spring is officially here, but
you'd have a hard time convincing the EWU men's tennis
team that rumor is really true.
The men have ran into
nothing but inclement weather
this season. The only break
they have been getting is that
some of their matches are indoors. The latest dose of
Mother Nature's bad side
came this past Saturday when
Eastern was a 7-2 victor over
Central Washington, raising
their season mark to 6-8.
The two EWU losses were at
number three singles, where
Paul Skipworth lost a tough
three-set match, and Scott
Arneson fell in straight sets at
number six singles.
In the top-seeded match,
Tony Omlin was 6-1, 6-1 victor for EWU. Other winners
were number 2 Darey
Philbrick, number four Wes
Sims, number five Dave Sturdyvin, and the top-seeded
doubles team of John Gant
and Philbrick, all who won in
straight sets. The number two
doubles team of OmlinSturdyvin scratched .out a 6-0,
4-6, 7-6 win while SimsSkipworth were also straightset victors.
The team is coached by
EWU senior Randy Davis,
who was a letterman last year,
but is taking over the team for
head coach Ron Raver, who is
busy with his duties as Athletic
Director.

(

Columbia Basin was the
loser against EWU Saturday,
as they beat them 7-2, the

Golfers find trap
In their opening match of
the season, the EWU golf
team came up about a fiveiron short, finishing third out
of four teams in the Pilots Spring Invitational Tournament
in Portland, March 21-22.
Senior Dee Harris led the ·
way for the Eagles, ending up
in a tie for fourth place among
Division II players, carding a
235 over 54 holes. He was
followed by last year's number
Number three singles player Paul Skipworth serves .
one player, Roger Wallace. as
during last Saturday's match against Central.-photo by
Eastern was a disrant 962, 30
Keith Kirkwood.
strokes in back of the winning·
Davis and · the team are road trip which saw them br- Western Washington squad.
, Veteran coach Don Kallem
keeping a busy schedule. They ing their 0-3 record to 3-8.
They started off rugged, as starts his 16th season at the
traveled to Whitman College
yesterday, and will make the they lost to Pacific Lutheran helm for EWU, and returns
journey from Walla Walla to 8-1, but came back the next sophomore Doug Rickel and
Ellensburg, where they will day to wallop Puget Sound by senior Jim Thomas from
face St. Martin's and Central a 9-0 tally on March 20th, and Yakima, along with Wallace
on Saturday. They return the same day fell to Highline and Harris.
The UPS Invite produced
home against WSU on Tues- Community College.
day at 2:30 p.m.
They were victims of equally disappointing results
The team was extremely Western Oregon State (5-4), for EWU, this time placing
busy over spring break. They Portland (9-0), Pacific West fourth out of six teams. Harris
traveled over to the west side Club (5-4), and Clark <:;pm- again turned in "a fine perforof the state, and even managed munity College on consecutive mance, and only a nine on a
to swing down to Oregon on a nights.
par four hole kept him from

CLASSIFIED ADS

1r. ...·...; ~ - ~......~.
'

Tired of general housekeeping? Give Kathy a call at 2354037 anytime after 3:30.
-----------•
Spring into Easter with a new
hairstyle! Campus Hairstyling
will professionally style and
cut your new spring look. Call
359-7840 for an appointment.
-----------Computer terminal for rent.
$45.00 per month. Acme
Business Computers. Phone:
535-1111, 1727 E. Sprague,
Spokane, WA.
•o-v•E-R•s•E_A_S_ _ _J•o•·•a•s
.....
_
Summer/year round. Europe,
~- Amer., Australia, Asia. All
Fiekls. $500-$1200 monthly.
Sightseeing. Free info. Write
IJC Box 52-WA-2 Corona Del
Mar, CA 92625.

'.

same score in an Eagle win
over Central the next day.
Davis is pleased with his
team's performance, and
noted that there is still some
tough competition left on the
independents schedule. "WSU .
on the 13th, and Idaho two
days later will be two tough
matches for us," said Davis.

Men and Women, See Alaska :
if you want Adventure and •

summer employment in
Alaskan Seafood Industry.
Call 1-509-276-8500 or write
Box 507, Deer Park, WA.
99006.

••

TYPING. Professional results
b Y experienced editor and proofreader. Interchangeable
elements make your math
equation, Spanish question, or
French cedilla look great! Betty, 235-2440.

•
:•
•
:
•
:
•
•

•
:
•
:
•
•
:

------------ :

HOUSING: Reno Apartmen ts, 1320 3rd St., Cheney,
has three spacious 2 bedroom
units available for immediate
occupancy. $250 per month.
Call 235-6024 after 4:00 for
more information.
•

25 Words or Less

- - $2.00
Deadline Monday 9:00 a.m.
Payment Due When Ad is Submitted
Checks P~yable to Alpha Kappa Psi
For Information Call 359-7930

•
:
•

!
:
•
:

LUNCHEON MENU

:

Served from 10:30 a.m. - 2: 15 p.m.

•

Thurs., april 8

Fri., April 9

Sat., Apri1 JO
Sun.,
Mon.,April
April11J2

Tues., April 13

Wed., April 14

••

Beef Barley Soup, Com Dog/Pot. Chips, Shepherd's Pie, Tuna Salad Plate, Diced Carrots,
Salad Bar, Wht. & Crkd. WW Bread, Vanilla
Cream Pudding, Brown Sugar cookies.
Clam Chowder, fishwich, Chicken Ala King/
Noodles, Egg Salad Plate, Mixed Veg., Salad
Bar, Wht. & Ginn. Bread, Tapioca Pudding,
Brownies.
BRUNCH

:
•
•
:
•
:
•
•

BRUNCH
Cream of Chicken Soup, Bacon, Lettuce, Tom.

:•

Sand., Enchiladas, Turkey Salad Plate, Beets,
Salad Bar, Wht. & French Bread, Apple Crisp,
Peanut Butter Cookies.
Cream of Potato Soup, Ham on Muffin Sandwich, American Goulash, Tri Salad Plate, Wax
Beans, Salad Bar, Wht. & Raisin Bread, Fudge
Pudding, Butterscotch Bars.
Minestrone Soup, Beef Stew/Biscuits, Deli
Special, Chef Salad Plate, Peas, Salad Bar,
Wht. & Wh. Wht. Bread, Pineapple Bavarian,
Sugar Cookies.

•
:
•
:
•
:
•
:
•
•
:

10 Punch Breakfast/Lunch Tickets . . . $20
10 Punch Dhuler Tickets. . . $37
Dinner Boun: 4:15-6:30

:
•
:

• •••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••

winning the individual title, as
he carded a 77-76-153 total.
After that, it was on to
Lewiston, Id. for the WSU Invite at the beautiful Lewiston
Country Club. However, it
was the same familiar tune,
with Eastern taking fifth place
in the seven-team, two-day affair, March 29-30.
Roger Wallace returned to
form, nabbing third place
among all competitors with a
36 hole total of 150. Mead
High School graduate Steve
Wilcox was the medalist in the
tourney, scoring a 148 for
-WSU.
Last Monday in a dual team
match with Columbia Basin
College, the Eagles were once
again outdone, falling 391405. Wallace was the individual medalist, turning in a
76 over the Meadows Springs
course in Richland. He was
followed by Harris and Rickel,
each with 80's, and Mike
George and Craig Weipert
were five strokes back at 85.
Today and tomorrow, barring rain, snow, or sleet, the
Eagles will take part in the
Central Washington University Invite in Yakima, where
they· hope to improve upon
previous outings and possibly
pick up a victory.

PERSONALIZED
DATING SERVICE

W.530 INDIANA
(next to Dept of Driver Licensing)

ProfHalonal Covnselor,
· Mutenhpffand

1x,-r1eaice

.....

YerylNHMIII•
10% CellettShNINtDIK.

11Nn 121IO te 71ot MN.-s.t.
0,.--,12-s

PHONE 325-2268

